Abstract. Top-quality software architecture should consider both functional and non-functional aspects of systems and their association. In the the existing literature, considerable efforts have been directed at functional requirement analysis and design, regardless of the non-functional aspects. This disassociation makes architecture comprehension and evolution hard. This paper proposes a strategy on how to elicit non-functional requirements and incorporate them into the design models of functions. We aim at bridging the gap between functionality and non-functionality and constructing high quality software systems.
Introduction
The software development is concerned with two different aspects of a system: functional and non-functional ones. The development of functions has made great progress, and it has been supported by many development approaches. In contrast, there are only a few researchers working on non-functions, and even no tools completely support the non-functional development in software engineering. However, non-functional requirements (NFRs) have an important effect on system quality and development costs. The well-known case of the London Ambulance System (LAS) is a good example [1] . The LAS was deactivated, because of several problems related to non-functional requirements. The market is increasing its demands on software that not only implements all of functionalities but also copes with non-functional aspects such as reliability, security, accuracy, safety, performance as well as others [2] .
NFRs, in spite of importance, are usually hidden in developers mind. However, it does not mean that software engineers cannot consider information about non-functional requirements [1] . Moreover, NFRs are always linked to functional requirements (FRs). We raise a systematic methodology for software development. It contains the following main processes. First, we capture all requirements from users and customers, and form requirement documents; secondly, we analyze requirement documents and elicit both FRs and NFRs; thirdly, we construct function models based on FRs; fourthly, we incorporate the elicit NFRs into function models. This results in the association of system's functionality and non-functionality, improving the quality of software and the speed of development.
In this paper, we adopt an object-oriented approach based on UML. It gives an expression to system's functions. The use case model of UML constitutes a suitable description of system's functionality [3] while class diagrams of UML express the design model of system's functions.
Our work focus on eliciting NFRs and incorporating NFRs into the design models of system's functions. To elicit NFRs, we first extract the words or phrases regarding nonfunctional aspects in requirement documents; then we define and enrich the resulted NFRs. The incorporation process is to incorporate NFRs into class diagrams.
The remainder of this paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 introduces the related basic concepts. Section 3 depicts the strategy and the process of the elicitation and integration. Section 4 gives an example. Finally, the conclusion and future work are discussed. Software requirements consist of two different requirements, the functional requirements and the non-functional requirements. FRs focus on "what" the system must do while NFRs constrain "how" the system can accomplish the "what". So it is said that NFRs are always related to FRs in software development.
NFRs are also known as Quality Requirements [4] . A set of ISO/IEC standards are related to software quality, being standards number 9126 (which is in process of substitution by 9126-1, 9126-2 and 9126-3), 14598-1 and 14598-4 the more relevant ones [5] . The ISO/IEC 9126 standard prescribes the top characteristics: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. And the top characteristics can be future refined into subcharacteristics (see figure 1) . The top characteristics of NFRs have a high level of abstraction while the subcharacteristics have a greater level of detailed aspects.
Each NFR should belong to a NFR type. In this work, it is decided that the set of subcharacteristics of NFRs instead of the top characteristics is as the foundation of categorizing NFRs.
NFR Card
An NFR card is used to record information on an NFR, metaphorized into the belt to connect an NFR and class diagrams.
An NFR card is composed of four parts, NFR symbol, NFR property, NFR behavior and Incorporated Class (see figure 4 and figure 5 ). An NFR symbol is the name or alias of the meaningful word or phrase referring to NFR, while an NFR type expresses the category an NFR belongs to. The property an NFR possesses is called an NFR property and the behavior satisfying an NFR is called NFR behavior. Incorporated class is what NFRs can be incorporated into. The NFR property plays a role as the class attribute does in a class. Each NFR should contain at least one NFR behavior which implements the NFR. There may be no incorporated Class, because each class in class diagrams may be not related to the NFR. However, it is not to say that the incorporation is failure. In this case, a new class on NFR can be inserted into class diagrams. The detail will be described in Section 3.2.
The proposed strategy
In this section, we propose a strategy to deal with NFRs from eliciting to incorporating into class diagrams. NFRs can be elicited based on requirement documents, because these documents may contain the words or phrases referring to NFRs. Then an NFR card will be constructed as a belt to connect the elicitation process and the incorporation process. In an NFR card, it is indicated that what properties and behaviors are responsible for satisfying the NFR, and what class in class diagrams is related to the NFR. Once finding out the incorporated class, we insert the NFR into the class. But there may be an exception that the incorporated class does not exist. In this case, we will add a new class which satisfies the NFR to class diagrams. Figure 2 shows the structure for our strategy.
Eliciting non-functional requirements
Our approach is useful for eliciting non-functional requirements. NFRs are not as clear in stakeholders' minds as functional requirements, so eliciting NFRs calls for the apprehension of the domain and the accumulation of knowledge and skills.
The good approach to elicit NFRs is to read those accomplished requirement documents carefully and identify NFRs with the accumulated experience. These documents record all requirements desired by users and customers and usually contain some words or phrases related to NFRs. The first step is to extract these words or phrases from Fig. 2 . the structure for our strategy requirement documents. Then, we refine them into the NFR symbols. One NFR symbol should express an object which possesses non-functional characteristics. The NFR symbols are just the possible ones and they need to be validated by users and customers later on.
Each NFR should be placed in an NFR type. As mentioned in Section 2.1, one NFR type is one sub-characteristic of Quality requirements. We categorize all possible NFR symbols to different NFR types, such as accuracy, security and testability.
All NFR properties and NFR behaviors for a possible NFR symbol may not be perceived in the first time. They can be completely captured by interviewing the related stakeholders or sending them questionnaires.
It is very necessary to validate these already elicited NFRs, and their properties and behaviors, because accuracy of these NFRs has a vital impact on the software architecture. It needs the attendance of the related stakeholders to confirm which NFRs elicited are the ones desired by users and customers. Moreover, the correctness and maturity of NFR properties and NFR behaviors should be validated any more.
In order to obtain authentic NFRs, those activities, such as extracting NFRs, capturing NFR properties and behaviors and validating NFRs, should be carried out several times.
The next step is to build the NFR card for each NFR. An NFR card describes the information on an elicited NFR. The NFR symbol is used to name the NFR and a subcharacteristic of quality requirements is marked as the NFR type. In addition, NFR properties and NFR behaviors should be organized and formalized in the NFR card. Those collected NFR properties and behaviors from users and customers may be informal at first. In order to facilitate the incorporation, they have to be formalized.
The format of NFR property is P ropertyN ame : propertyT ype, set value = propertyV alue The format of NFR behavior is BehaviorN ame : P arameter1, ..., P arameterN For instance, there is an informal sentence describing NFR property, "Response time of the transation must be not longer than 5s".
In accordance with the format above, we can acquire ResponseT ime : s, set value = 5
Incorporating NFRs into Class Diagrams
Incorporating Non-functional requirements into class diagrams is the significant contribution of our work. Eliciting NFRs is important but is not enough [1] . We have to incorporate NFRs into the design models of system's functions. As class diagrams give the primary functional representation for a system, the incorporation of NFRs into them will make the system architecture more systematic. An NFR card plays an important role for the proposed strategy, as output of the elicitation and input of the incorporation. In the elicitation process, the NFR symbol, properties and behaviors have been accomplished. Hence, searching for the incorporated class in class diagrams is the constant activity. Since system non-functionality needs to refer to system functionality and class diagrams are usually used to model system's function, so there may be a relation between class diagrams and NFRs. This is to say, class diagrams may contain the incorporated class that NFRs can be incorporated into. However, it is unassailable to find out the incorporated class for every NFR. The incorporated class for some NFR is not present.
We discuss the incorporation process in two cases: the one case is that the incorporated class exists and the other case is that the incorporated class does not exist.
Suppose that the incorporated class exists and it has been appended to the NFR Card. Based on the incorporated class, the NFR properties and behaviors will be inserted into the class as new attributes and new operations. In order to distinguish the new attributes and operations from the old ones in a class, we attach the postfix {NFR-Type [NFR-Name]} to the new attributes and operations, for instance, Generate-Alarm () {Security [Credit Card]}.
We propose to use the following processes to incorporate NFRs into class diagrams. 1. Pick up an NFR card and search for the class that the NFR can be incorporated into. Since the NFR symbol is identified from requirement documents and class diagrams are also constructed based on these documents, it is possible that some class contains the NFR symbol. We consider the NFR symbol as the starting point to search for the incorporated class, because the symbol from requirement documents may be related to both the functional aspects and the non-functional aspects. Of course, the NFR properties and behaviors may be also helpful. When found out, the class would be marked as the incorporated class in an NFR card.
2. Incorporate the NFR into the incorporated class. Each NFR property is translated into a new attribute while each NFR behavior is translated into a new operation. The NFR symbol combines with NFR type to form the postfix {NFR-Type[NFR-symbol]}. Both NFR property and NFR behavior must be formalized because it is convenient for the automation of the incorporation (see figure 3) .
Some NFRs are not directly related to any class. We call those requirements global non-functional requirements (GNFRs). Incorporating GNFRs into class diagrams is also absolutely necessary for software development. In this case, every GNFR will be translated into a new class with NFR symbol as class name. Furthermore, the NFR prop- Fig. 3 . incorporate NFR into class diagram erties and behaviors are also translated into class attributes and operations as mentioned above.
After incorporating NFRs into class diagrams, we propose to adjust class diagrams, because the addition of NFRs can lead to some changes of the structure of class diagrams. However, for the limitation of space, we do not discuss it in detail in the paper.
An example for the proposed strategy
The example used to validate the proposed strategy is about the development of a credit card system. Here is a segment of requirement documents for this system. "In the Credit Card system, it is necessary to protect against the vicious access to the system. Security of the transaction must be satisf ied. ... M oreover, the response time of the transaction is not longer than 5s".
We start to analyze the above sentence to identify the non-functional requirements for this system. After analyzing thoroughly, we find the phrases "security of the transaction" and "response time of the transaction" are related with NFRs. So we obtain two NFRs: i) security of the transaction; ii) response time of the transaction.
As each NFR has an NFR card, we have to construct two NFR cards. In the example, it is accidental that both of the NFRs are based on the same object transaction, so the word transaction is considered as NFR symbol for the two NFRs. Security and T ime behavior are two NFRs Types.
The next step is to confirm NFR properties and NFR behaviors. This step depends on not only software engineers but also the other stakeholders through interviewing them or sending them questionnaires. For the NFR with the type Security, we discover that "alarm" is used to notify the proper authority of all vicious accesses to the credit card. So there is one NFR behavior "send alarm" to implement the NFR. For the NFR with the type T ime behavior, the property Response T ime and the behavior halt the transaction are asked to satisfy the requirement about response time of the system.
Validating NFR properties and NFR behaviors is necessary, and it requires all related stakeholders to work together. In our work, the result of NFRs validation demonstrates that the identified NFR property and behaviors are correct. Accomplishing the NFR Cards is the next activity. It has to be done to formalize the NFR properties and behaviors as introduced in Section 3.1. Figure 4 and 5 portray two NFR cards.
The elicited NFRs will be incorporated into class diagrams. Figure 6 shows a partial class diagram for the Credit Card system. There is a class whose name is the same as the NFR symbol in this diagram and there is a close relation between the class and two NFRs, so we consider class T ransaction as the incorporated class. until now, the two NFR Cards have been constructed successfully.
For the NFR with Security type, the behavior SendAlarm is translated into a class operation SendAlarm (). And the postfix {Security [Transaction]} will be attached to the operation. For the NFR with T ime behavior type, the property Respose T ime is translated into a class attribute ResponseT ime while the behavior halt the transaction is translated into a class operation HaltT ransaction(). Their postfixes are {Security [Time behavior]}; Figure 7 shows the class T ransaction after the NFR integration.
Related works
In spite of its importance, NFRs have surprisingly received little attention in the literature, and they are poorly understood in contrast with other less critical aspects of the software development [6] . Recently, some researches concerning NFRs have made progress. There are two main approaches in the software development concerning with NFRs. On one hand, the majority of the studies on NFRs use a product-oriented approach, which is mainly concerned with how much a software is in accordance with [10] . On the other hand, there are also a litle studies proposing to use a process-oriented approach in order to explicitly deal with NFRs. Unlike the product-oriented approach, this approach is concerned with making NFRs a relevant and important part of the software development process. Chung's Framework [6] is one of complete works. In his work, NFRs are viewed as goals that are decomposed into subgoals until one finds that all the necessary actions and information are already represented at the leaf levels of the graphs. Although Chung's work aims to represent NFRs and their conflicts, it does not consider the association with functional requirements. In our work, we believe that the systematic elicitation and integration of NFRs into design models may be helpful in software development.
Conclusion
Errors resulting from NFRs are the most expensive and difficult to correct [11] , and not dealing or improperly dealing with NFRs can lead to more expensive software and a longer time-to-the market [12] . So it is strongly demanded to satisfy all NFRs for a system and deal with both FRs and NFRs and their association through the entire development process.
Our current work fills the gap between system functionality and system non-functionality in software development, and also applies NFRs to one design model of system's functions. We raise a systematic methodology for software development. The paper mainly focus on the strategy to elicit NFRs and incorporate NFRs into class diagrams. The result shows that integrating NFR into the design of system's functions can consummate system architecture,improve system quality and reduce failure risk.
However, we only consider the incorporation between NFRs and class diagrams. In the future, we will extend the strategy of the incorporation to the other design models, such as sequence diagrams and state machine diagram. We have developed a prototype to support the proposed strategy. However, it has not achieved automation of the incorporation process and still requires software engineer's attendance. Further, we will improve the tool so that our strategy can be better supported.
